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The Bitcoin Bible "Gold Edition" is probably the next level of the "Bitcoin Bible" , the most comprehensive
publication on Bitcoins in the marketplace.com Elizabeth Ploshay, Bitcoin Magazine, Citizentekk Jonathan

Stacke, Blockchain John Biggs , Techcrunch Ryan Broderick, Motherboard Greg Thomas, Motherboard Pater
Tenebrarum at acting-man. Contributers are: Alec Liu, Motherboard.org Daniel Stuckey, Motherboard.com

Vitalik Buterin, Bitcoin Magazine Danny Ashton, bitcoinexaminer. In over 400 pages the book describes easy
to understand, but in depth all of the wide-ranging aspects of Bitcoins.com Jake Maxwell Watts, Quartz
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Better the second time around Bitcoin is still virtually new that "Bible" is still not the correct title because
of this Authors books. File format still has that cut and paste feel to it but the information is great. That
said, you can simply buy this"Gold Edition" publication instead of the initial edition and save yourself some
money. Proof browse feels hurried and still left minor typos and errors. And the description of 1 Satoshi as
"One Millionth of a bitcoin" on page 25 is definitely off the tag by a "hundredth".An abundance of
information which makes this reserve an obligatory read for anyone serious about the topic. I gained fast
overview over the topic I had limited time to comprehend Bitcoin and bought this publication. Many
professionals contributed to the reserve and give an overview of the topic, I am not a technical person
and was still able to understand everything fast, aside from the technical topics it also covers political
issues, currency and tax related topics. Aside from the articles I loved the sources and the websites
described in the book, that was helpfull to keep up afterwards with the topic. Five Stars Great book
Great overview, by someone who truly cares and understands Every day appears to bring at least one big
article on Bitcoin in a significant .I just wish I could buy it for Bitcoins, here on $AMZN.Guttman includes a
strong background in the wonderful world of finance, in addition to crystal clear and concise grasp of the
idea that produce Bitcoin what it is, and can combine the two for a compelling go through. One Hundred
Millionth of a bitcoin equals One Satoshi.Two thumbs and up.From derisive snides to Bitcoin-will-save-the-
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world fanboyism, couple of seem up to date or researched.
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